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NOTE (January 2018): The lab moved from Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (LBNL) to NASA Ames Research Center
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Key Personnel Changes/Previous PI:

NOTE (January 2018): The lab moved from Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (LBNL) to NASA Ames Research Center
in 2017, where it was established as the Radiation Biophysics Lab in Space Biosciences Division. Dr. Costes will
continue collaborating with LBNL and some funding will be left at LBNL to cover more plate processing in
collaboration with Dr. Weil, Colorado State University (CSU) and for support from Dr. Snijders for the writing of the
animal data. April 2017 report: - Elodie Guiet was a full time technician with a Bachelor in microbiology and
biotechnology, working on this project from March 2016 until February 2017 -- she did not stay on the project when the
lab moved to NASA Ames ; - Louise Viger was a Postdoc working partly on this project from June 2016 to January
2017 -- she was only here for a quick postdoc, focused primarily on modeling ; - Charlotte Degorre was a Postdoc who
helped executing BNL run 16C -- visiting scientist for 1 month ; - Sebastien Penninckx was a PhD student who has been
helping on data analysis -- visiting scientist for 3 months ; - Shayoni Ray is a new recruit at NASA Ames, postdoctoral
fellow working on doing genomic analysis between animal DNA repair phenotypic data and their individual genes --
new postdoc full time at NASA Ames, started on April 10 2017. 

COI Name (Institution):  

Grant/Contract No.: Internal Project--ARC ; NNJ16HP24I 

Performance Goal No.:  

Performance Goal Text:  

Task Description:

NOTE (January 2018): The lab moved from Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (LBNL) to NASA Ames Research Center
in 2017, where it was established as the Radiation Biophysics Lab in Space Biosciences Division. Dr. Costes will
continue collaborating with LBNL and some funding will be left at LBNL to cover more plate processing in
collaboration with Dr. Weil, Colorado State University (CSU), and for support from Dr. Snijders for the writing of the
animal data. 
Crews on future exploration missions to Mars and other destinations in our solar system will be exposed to acute low
doses (<100 mSv) and chronic low doses (<0.1 mSv/min) of high-LET (linear energy transfer) ionizing radiation from
solar particle events (SPE) and galactic cosmic radiation (GCR). Predicting cancer risk associated with these radiation
types is a mission-critical challenge for NASA radiation health scientists and mission planners. Epidemiological
methods lack sensitivity and power to provide detailed risk estimates for cancer, mainly because the number of exposed
individuals to date is relatively small, limited to several hundred individuals exposed to trapped radiation in low Earth
orbit and fewer than two dozen Apollo astronauts exposed to GCR for several days at a time. Moreover,
population-based studies do not take individual radiation sensitivity into account, are sensitive to the presence of other
confounding environmental insults, and require long follow-up times. 

In collaboration with the radiation Biodosimetry Laboratory and the modeling group at NASA Johnson Space Center
and with the International Computer Science Institute (ICSI) at University of California (UC) Berkeley, our team will
bring unique inter-disciplinary expertise to integrate the large array of cancer data generated over the past 25 years and
archived by NASA under the various Human Research Program (HRP) funded projects. The main goal of this proposal
is to identify factors influencing radiation-induced carcinogenesis and integrate them into a multi-scale model already
started at the Berkeley Lab that encompasses DNA damage response and inter-cellular signaling to predict cancer risk for
any types of HZE (high energy particles). Because experimental data are dispersed across many different cancer
models, radiation qualities, and measurement types, this project will also generate a complete set of experimental data
designed to fully inform and validate the model. In this project, the model will impose the types of measurements being
made, with a strong emphasis on well-established blood biomarkers. In our approach we hypothesize that genetic factors
strongly influence risk of cancer from space radiation and that biomarkers reflecting DNA damage and inflammatory
processes in the blood are great tools to predict risk and monitor potential health effects post-flight. By using blood as a
surrogate organ, the proposed work will allow extrapolation of cancer risk from mice to humans. A cohort of 6 different
strains of mice (collaborative cross-mouse) with expected sensitivity to ionizing radiation will be monitored for
biomarkers and cancer after exposure to 0.3 Gy of 1 GeV/amu Fe particle and compared to 1 Gy exposure of gamma
ray control. Because we favor larger number of animals per radiation condition, we selected only one dose and the most
carcinogenic particle to prove the principle of our approach while validating our model on a complete set of ex-vivo data
and in-vivo longitudinal data. The collaborative cross-mouse model used in this work was a resource from the low dose
program at DOE (Department of Energy) developed by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory that has made it
possible for our team to examine the impact of genetic diversity in an animal model in a systematic and reproducible
manner. In parallel, we propose to fully characterize the DNA damage response and cell death from ionizing radiation
administered ex-vivo to 30 genetically different strains of mice and to 1000 human blood donors, matching the age and
gender distribution of the astronaut population. Taken together, an array of ex-vivo phenotypic features will be
associated to genetic traits across mice and humans as a function of age and gender. At the end of this proposal, our
team will provide NASA with a model to estimate individualized risk for an astronaut before a flight as well as
estimating the risk during the flight. Information generated in this proposal will also be useful to generate guidelines and
suggest the best biomarkers to monitor the healthy recovery of astronauts post-flight. 

  

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:   

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

A current radiobiology challenge is the ability to predict cancer risk associated with exposure to acute (<100 mSv) and
chronic (<0.1 mSv/min) low doses of high-LET ionizing radiation. Epidemiological methods lack the sensitivity and
power to provide detailed risk estimates for cancer, mainly because the astronaut cohort exposed to galactic cosmic rays
(GCR) is relatively small. Moreover, population-based studies do not take individual radiation sensitivity into account,
are affected by the presence of other confounding environmental insults, and require long follow-up times. We have
hypothesized that characterizing the dose and time dependence of 53BP1 radiation induced foci (RIF) after exposure to a
systematic array of X-ray doses and time points is sufficient to describe someone’s ability to respond to any other LET.
The main concept is that the non-physiological response to high doses of low-LET in cells can be used to predict the
response to low doses of high-LET, and that the response to low and high doses of radiation is modulated by different
pools of genes. 
Such work provides a new approach combining novel biomarkers with sophisticated mathematical analysis to better
characterize individual sensitivity to space radiation. Once validated across mice and eventually a large cohort of
humans, this approach could be generalized to establish individualized health risk management for astronauts and for the
population at large being exposed to ionizing radiation. 
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Task Progress:

We are continuing sample processing and analysis to uncover the genomic associations with human ex vivo immune
cell responses to simulated space radiation. All mouse sample analysis has been completed. All human DNA samples
have been successfully sequenced using low-throughput whole-genome sequencing, and the sequencing results are in the
process of being analyzed. Human immune cell analysis has been severely delayed by shelter-in-place, which
contributed to sample degeneration, so this experiment will have to be partially repeated in the next Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) run to finish all sample collection and analysis. 
We have published 6 peer-reviewed articles based on mouse and human data analysis, with more articles in preparation.
We have presented our work in talks and posters in the NASA Human Research Program (HRP) Investigators’
Workshop (presentations: Sylvain Costes, Eloise Pariset) and the Radiation Research Society Annual Meeting
(presentation: Sylvain Costes, posters: Eloise Pariset, Egle Cekanaviciute) and have been accepted to present it again at
COSPAR (Committee on Space Research) 2021 (invited presentation: Sylvain Costes). 

Furthermore, we have been awarded a NASA HRP Tissue Sharing grant (“Mapping peripheral immune signatures of
mouse and human responses to space radiation for biomarker identification,” PI: Costes, Co-I/Science PI: Cekanaviciute,
Co-I: Pariset) to follow up on this work. We will utilize the samples from this project together with samples collected by
Dr. Susanna Rosi’s group on her HRP-funded project on mouse neuroimmune responses to combined exposures to
ionizing radiation and simulated microgravity, in order to identify a shared signature of immune responses to spaceflight
that could be utilized for biomarker and countermeasure development. 
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Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals 
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Dec-2020   

Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals 
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Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals 
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